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==========================================
A.

Read the extract and answer the following questions.
1

1x3

Has given my heart
A change of mood
And saved some part
Of a day I rued.
a. What was the poet’s mood?
b. What was saved for the poet?
c. Which word is the synonym of ‘regret’ as used in the
stanza?

B

Answer the following questions in 20-30 words each.
2

What wereLencho’sfeelings when the hail stopped?

3

Mention the twin ‘obligations’ of Mandela?

4

Briefly describe Dr James Herriot’s days of content.

5

Why was Hari Singh grateful to Anil?

2x4

C

Fill in the blanks given below using one word only.
6

1x3

This (i)_______a hot topic of discussion for quite a long
while now. Some (ii)______say that money isn’t the most
important thing in this world and there are a lot of other things
that matter much more than the amount of cash in your bank
account. There(iii)________also be people who will argue on
it and say that it’s any day better to cry in a BMW than in a
public bus. Howeverone can definitely say that money has led
to destruction of the moral values.

7

How is Ausable different from other secret agents? How does 3x1
he deal with Max? (80-100 words)

D

WRITING:
8

You ordered an item from an online store and it has arrived 3x1
damaged. Write a letter to the retailer explaining the situation
how you received the damaged product, and requesting for a
replacement.
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Q.NO.
QUESTIONS
Q1
The remainder on dividing given integers a and b by 7 are
respectively 5 and 4. Find the remainder when ab is divided by
7.
A circular field has a circumference of 360km. Two cyclists
Q2
Sumeet and John start together and can cycle at speeds of
12km/h and 15km/h respectively, round the circular field. After
how many hours they will meet again at the starting point?
Q3
Without Actually performing the long division, the terminating
decimal expansion of 51/ 1500 is in the form of 17/ (2n x 5m),
then find (m+n).
Q4
The sum of three non-zero prime numbers is 100. One of them
exceeds the other by 36. Find the largest of the numbers.
Q5
If a quadratic polynomial curve in the shape of semicircle is as
below:
Y (0,2)

Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10

(-2,0)
0
(2,0) X
Then, find the equation of this curve.
If • and β are the zeroes of the quadratic polynomial
f(x) = ax2 + bx +c, find the value of • 4 + β 4.
If the square of difference of the zeroes of the quadratic
polynomial x2+px+45 is equal to 144, find the value of p.
If the system of equations: 2x+3y=7, (a+b)x+(2a-b)y=21
has infinitely many solutions, then find a and b.
Find the area of the triangle formed by the lines y=x, x=6 and
y=0.
5 years hence, the age of a man shall be 3 times the age of his
son while 5 years earlier the age of the man was 7 times the age
of his son. Find the present age of the man.
========================================
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1.
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i) What is electric current?
2
ii) What is the SI unit of electric charge?
1.6 × 10−19 C charge flows through a conductor in 10−10
s. Find the current flowing through the conductor.

2

Write down 3 properties of electric charges.

2

What chemical compound is used in white washing of
walls?
What chemical reaction occurs on the walls after white
washing?

2

5.

What does one mean by exothermic and endothermic
reactions? Give examples.

2

6.

Why should magnesium ribbon be cleaned before burning
in air?

2

7.

Name and define two main types of nutrition.

2

8.

Define parasitic mode of nutrition with two examples.

2

9.

What is chlorophyll? Where is it found in plant?

2

10.

Write any two functions of stomata.

2

2.
3.
4.

i)
ii)

=======================================================
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Answer the following questions
1.

Fill in the blank:

1

2.

In 1848, ______________ a French artist, prepared a series of
four prints visualising his dream of a world made up of
‘democratic and social Republics’, as he called them.
Write any two features of the Civil Code of 1804.

2

i)
ii)

3.

Describe any two economic hardships faced by the people of 2
Europe in the 1830s.
Choose the correct option:
1
A system of ‘checks and balances’ is another name for which
one of the following power sharing arrangements?
a) Power sharing among different social groups
b) Vertical division of power or power shared among
different levels of government
c) Horizontal division of power or power shared among
different organs of government
d) Power sharing in the form of political parties, pressure
groups and governments

4.

i)

Why is power sharing desirable?

2

ii)

What are the dual objectives of federalism?

2
1

5.

Match the following:
A
a. Resources which are found in a
region, but have not been utilised
b. Non-renewable resource
c. Black soil
d. Terrace cultivation is practised
here

B
i. Iron-ore
ii. Maharashtra
iii. Uttarakhand
iv. Potential
resource

6

Why is biodiversity important for human lives?

2

7.

Describe any two features of alluvial soil

2

8.

Choose the correct option:
HDI stands for ‘Human Development Index’ that focuses on :
a) Life expectancy
b) Gross enrolment ratio for three levels of schooling
c) National income
d) All of the above
Assume there are four families in a country. The average per
capita income of these families is Rs 5000. If the income of
three families is Rs 4000, Rs 7000 and Rs 3000 respectively,
what is the income of the fourth family?
Why do you think average income is an important criterion for
development? Cite any two points.

1

9.

10.

2

2

==================================================================================
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{ZåZ{b{IV àíZm| Ho$ CÎma Xr{OE 1.

Jmo{n¶m| H$mo ¶moJ H¡$gm bJVm h¡ Am¡a H¡$go ?

2.

hm[ab H$s bH$ar' {H$go H$hm J¶m h¡ Am¡a ³¶m| ?

3.

Xÿgar ~ma ‘y{V© XoIZo na hbXma gmh~ H$mo Cg‘| ³¶m n[adV©Z {XImB© {X¶m ?

4.

~ƒm| Ûmam ‘y{V© na gaH§$S>o H$m Mí‘m bJmZm ³¶m àX{e©V H$aVm h¡ ?

5.

CÕd Ho$ ì¶dhma H$s VwbZm {H$ggo H$s JB© h¡ ?

6.

hmbXma gmh~ Zo nmZdmbo H$s H$m¡Z-gr ~mV AÀN>r Zht bJr ?

7.

goZmZr Z hmoVo hþE ^r Mí‘| dmbo H$mo bmoJ H¡$ßQ>Z ³¶m| H$hVo Wo ?

8.

(H$) ‘mareg H$s ñdÀN>Vm XoIH$a ‘Z àgÞ hmo J¶m& ({‘l dm³¶ ‘| ~X{bE)

2×10=20

(I) JwéXod Amam‘ Hw$gu na boQ>o hþE Wo Am¡a àmH¥${VH$ gm¢X¶© H$m AmZ§X bo aho Wo& (gab
dm³¶ ‘| ~X{bE)
9.

~ƒo ‘mVm-{nVm Ho$ à{V AnZo ào‘ H$mo H¡$go ì¶º$ H$aVo h¢ ?

10.

AmnHo$ {dMma go ^mobmZmW AnZo gm{W¶m| H$mo XoIH$a {ggH$Zm ³¶m| ^yb OmVm h¡ ?

BURNPUR RIVERSIDE SCHOOL
ASSIGNMENT -1 :2021-2022
L2- BENGALI
CLASS -X
Maximum Marks-20
1 ) নীেচর ��িটর অিত সংে�েপ উত্তর :
’হাওয়া িবলাসী িতন েজাড়া েচাখ আটেক েগল ে�েম’ ।
কিব েক ? কিবতার নাম িক ?
2) "Hje HL¢V cn Bpm p‚m fb q¡l¡u '---

fËp‰ L£ ?Bm¡QÉ Awnl a¡vfkÑ L£ ?
3) " ¢ae f¡q¡sl eLÚ¢nLy¡b¡u ¢nöl Lmlh ' --fËp‰ L£ ? Bm¡QÉ Awnl a¡vfkÑ L£ ?
"" তপেনর মেন হয় আজ েযন তার জীবেনর সবেচেয় দুঃেখর িদন ।''
ব�ার এরপ মেন করার কারণ উে�খ কেরা 
4)"fª¢bh£a Hje Am±¢LL OVe¡J OV ' ?

HC m¡Ce¢V L¡b¡ bL eJu¡ quR ?--mMLl e¡j L£ ?
L¡eÚ OVe¡L afel Am±¢LL hm je quR ?
5) ¢WL Ešl¢V ¢ehÑ¡Qe Ll¡ z( MCQ)
L) "" H¢cL h¡¢sa afel e¡j qu NR ''-A) p¡¢q¢aÉL z B) jq¡L¢h z C ) KfeÉ¡¢pL z
M) afel mM¡ NÒfl e¡j L£ ?
A) no ¢ce zB) fËbj ¢ce C) Ahpl z
N) f¢œL¡l p§¢Qfœ afel e¡j mM¡ ¢Rm -A) afe l¡u zB) nË£ afe L¥j¡l l¡u z C) afe z
O) ‘¡eQr¥ NÒf¢Vl EvpÚ L£ ?
A) L¥jL¥j z B) jq¡L¢h z C ) p¤¤L¥j z
P) R¡V¡ jp¡jn¡C ¢Rme HL Se -A) fËgpl z B) X¡š²¡l z C) E¢Lm z
Q) afel ভােলা hå¥ ¢Rm -A) বেড়ামািস B) েছােটাj¡¢p zC) েছােটা েমেসা z

2

2
2

2
6X1=6

6) সি� কেরা :
a) বসুম +ধরা =
b) িব+ েছদ =
c) শরৎ + চ� =

3X1=3

7) সি�িবে�দ কেরা :
a) SN‹ee£ =
b) রিব�ায়া =
c) অহংকার =

3X1=3
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Name of the Chapter : 1. ew{M n¶m©dUm©‘ 2. ~w{Õ~©bdVr gXm 3. gpÝY…, g‘mg…
1.

H$ñ‘mV² H$maUmV² ‘hmZJaofw g§gaU§ H${R>Z§ dV©Vo ?

2.

ñdñW OrdZm¶ H$sÑeo dmVmdaUo ^«‘Ur¶‘² ?

3.

H${d… Hw$Ì g#maU§ H$Vw©‘² BÀN>{V ?

4.

ì¶mK«… qH$ {dMm¶© nbm{¶V… ?

5.

Oå~wH$… qH$ dXZ² ì¶mK«ñ¶ Cnhmg§ H$amo{V ?

6.

~w{Õ‘Vr Ho$Z CnoVm {nVwJ©¥h§ à{V M{bVm ?

7.

n¶m©¶nX§ {bIV -

8.

9.

10.

(i)

dZ‘² ..............

(ii)

e¥Jmb… ...............

(iii)

erK«‘² .............

(iv)

nËZr .................

{dnarVmW©H$‘² nX§ {bIV (i)

àW‘… ..............

(ii)

C³Ëdm ...............

(iii)

AYwZm .............

(iv)

~w{ÕhrZm

gpÝY{dÀN>oX§ Hw$éV (i)

dmJre… ........ + ...........

(ii)

{XJå~a… ........ + ...........

(iii)

fS>mZZ… ........ + ...........

(iv)

gXmMma… ........ + ...........

g‘mg{dJ«h§ Hw$éV (i)

amOnwéf… ........ + ...........

(ii)

Xodoe… ........ + ...........

(iii)

{nV¥g‘… ........ + ...........

(iv)

{dX²¶mb¶… ........ + ...........
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============================================

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

All questions are compulsory:
State two pros and two cons of Written Communication.
State two pros and two cons of Verbal Communication.
State two pros and two cons of Visual Communication.
State two pros and two cons of Non-Verbal Communication.
What do you mean by feedback?
Give any four characteristics of Feedback?
What is the importance of feedback in communication?
What is Formal and Informal Feedback?
What is Descriptive and Non-Descriptive Feedback?
What is Specific and Non-Specific Feedback?

=========================================

10x2=20

